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carburetors ; it is owned by LCN. Eduardo Weber began his automotive career working for Fiat,
first at their Turin plant in and later at a dealership in Bologna. After the war, with gasoline
prices high, he reached a certain success in selling conversion kits for running trucks on
kerosene instead. Weber pioneered the use of two-stage twin-barrel carburetors, with two
venturis of different sizes the smaller one for low-speed running and the larger one optimised
for high-speed use. In the s, Weber began producing twin-barrel carburetors for motor racing ,
where two barrels of the same size were used. These were arranged so that each cylinder of the
engine had its own carburetor barrel. These carburetors found use in Maserati and Alfa Romeo
racing cars. Twin updraft Weber carburetors fed superchargers on the Alfa Romeo 8C
competition vehicles. Fiat assumed control of the company in following Weber's disappearance
in In , Fiat also took control of Weber competitor Solex , and merged the two into a single
company Raggruppamento Controllo Motore , or the "Engine Management Group". This was
then reorganized as Magneti Marelli Powertrain S. In modern times, fuel injection has replaced
carburetors in both production cars and most modern motor racing, although Weber
carburetors are still used extensively in classic and historic racing. They are also supplied as
high-quality replacements for problematic OEM carburetors. They are sold in what is referred to
as a Weber conversion kit. A Weber conversion kit is a complete upgrade package consisting of
a Weber carburetor, intake manifold or manifold adapter, throttle linkage, air filter, and all of the
hardware needed for installation on a vehicle. Weber carburetors are marked with a model code
on the mounting flange, the body, or on the cover of the float chamber. If this number has a
single pair of digits, both chokes are of the same diameter and operate together; if it has two
pairs of digits separated by a stroke e. These numbers are followed by a group of letters, which
indicate various features: the DCOE is a sidedraft unit, all others being downdraft; the DCD has
a piston-type starter valve as opposed to a strangler choke; and so on. Operation however may
vary from the original, due to inaccurate drilling and poorly calibrated parts. Mostly noticeable
during idle or cruise. Although internal parts can be swapped for original [12] made in EU,
drilled channels in body will keep affecting the operation. Production quality is not constant, it
may vary year to year as factory is trying to improve quality and fix known issues, unfortunately
fixes sometimes bring new issues. Output quality is not good enough, so there are sometimes
missing pieces or parts put in wrong order or direction. Finally, when everything is right, these
copies are capable of delivering the same output power like Italian originals. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Italy portal Companies portal. Retrieved Thacker, Tony ed. How to
Restore Fuel Systems and Carburettors. Osprey Restoration Guide. London: Osprey Publishing.
Automotive industry in Italy. Automotive industry Transport in Italy Economy of Italy. Casalini
Giottiline Italcar. Siata Zust. Bremach OM S. Stanguellini Bandini. A Institute. Ford Italia.
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companies established in Manufacturing companies disestablished in disestablishments in
Italy. Hidden categories: Articles containing Italian-language text All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from December Commons category link is on
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Automotive industry. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Weber carburetors. Pegasus is
on the A List. Unfortunately -- unlike some other brands -- many Weber carburetors are made up
almost entirely of unique parts that are not used by any other model. Very few parts interchange
from one model to another, and exactly zero parts were used on every Weber carburetor model.
That means that you must accurately identify which carburetor model you have before you can
order jets or replacement parts. That is not a Weber model number. Tags and stickers are
generally used by aftermarket companies and even OEM automakers to put their own part
number on the carburetor, and we have no way to cross-reference your number to a Weber
model. Weber model numbers are always stamped on the carburetor body. They always begin
with a 2-digit number or a pair of 2-digit numbers separated by a slash followed by three or four
letters. On downdraft carburetors, Weber stamps the carburetor model number on the side of
the base flange. Sidedraft carburetors have the model number stamped on the top, outboard of
the jet cover. Note that the stamp on the downdraft may be facing the engine. You may need a
flashlight and a mirror to see it. Click either photo to enlarge. The model number prefix is a
2-digit number that refers to the diameter of the throttle plate s in millimeters. If the prefix is a
pair of 2-digit numbers separated by a slash, the first number refers to the primary throttle and
the second number to the secondary. This number alone will not tell us which carburetor you
have. The main part of the model number is a 3 or 4 letter code that indicates the carburetor
design. This is where it gets confusing. Each letter is a one-letter abbreviation for a word, but
the words are all Italian. Worse, Weber sometimes used the same one-letter abbreviation for two
different words. And just to be quaint, they never published a decoder table. The good news is
that it doesn't really matter what the letters mean because the unique combination of numbers
and letters will positively identify what the carburetor is. Optional suffixes take the form of
numbers or numbers and letters. This usually indicates a "variant", generally a carburetor that
was set up for a specific application. The factory jetting may be different, or a linkage might be
swapped from one side to the other. The difference in this case is in the factory jetting. One
notable exception to the suffix rule is the IDA family. Here are a few of the Weber carburetor
models we deal with most frequently. Suffixes in parentheses are not critical and only indicate
minor tweaks. Weber could have simply moved the fuel inlet fitting, accelerator pump, and
linkage to the other side. Instead, they used an entirely different top plate. Follow us on
facebook. Find us on Instagram. We do our best to ensure that the prices and descriptions
shown on our website and in our printed catalog are accurate. However, we reserve the right to
correct any errors that may occur. Log In. Weber Carburetor Identification and Model Numbers.
Which Weber Carburetor do I have? Privacy Policy. Dual-throat sidedraft. E used to indicate a
trapezoidal mount. The E has largely been dropped but the trapezoid remains. Note: Before
adjusting carburetor, be sure the engine is at operating temperature choke fully off , air cleaner
is removed, and vacuum lines are plugged off. While the DGV was originally designed for 6
cylinder Fords, it is quite popular and has been fitted to many British sportscars in the
aftermarket. The DGV is a dual-barrel downdraft progressive carburetor. When cruising, only the
32 mm venturi is employed, giving good economy. Under load, the second, richer 36 mm venturi
opens up to supply additional fuel. This carburetor requires excessive initial ignition timing
advance to avoid stumble on take off if the ignition timing was retarded, we would have to open
the primary throttle plate to obtain the necessary idle; this would expose the progression bleed
holes which in turn would require that the idle mixture be leaned to compensate for this richer
mixture condition. The end result being very little progressive richening upon further throttle
opening, especially at snap throttle and so the stumble. Did you find this article useful? Do you
have a question or comment about this article? Leave a rating or a comment below, and get
instant reply notification via email If you have a long question, or a question not directly related
to this article, please start a new topic in the Discussion Forums. Want to leave a comment or
ask the owner a question? Sign in or register a new account â€” it's free. Click any icon to
bookmark this page with your choice of services. Hover the mouse to see where a link goes.
Don't see your favourite service? Contact the webmaster with details. The MG Experience Jet
and idle setting for the alternative Weber downdraft carburetor conversion. Cover Fixing Screw
Cover Gasket Pump Cover Assy Pump Diaphragm Assy Power Valve Assy Sponsored Links.
Did you find this article helpful? Rate it or ask a question below! Where is the "idle speed
screw"? Where is the " idle mixture screw"? Is there a key to the above picture? I guess the idle
speed screw is no 56 in the picture. But where are the "Idle jets of. I have this carb also and

have run into the same problems as Doug Jackson mentioned above. I don't know why this carb
is still sold and used on the mgb. There has got to be something better. I have a 76 Midget,
Engine, Carter fuel pump. I have been trying for several days to tune my Weber carburetor that I
purchased from Weber Direct. I can get the car to idle at rpm with the mixture screw at two turns
out and with significant use of the throttle screw. At these settings, the car will stay running if I
rev the engine. I realize that rpm is too high for an idle rpm. If I idle the car at anything less, the
engine dies when I rev the engine. Any thoughts? Do I have the right jets in the carburetor? I do
NOT think they are. I think they are. If I am correct, where can I get idle jets. Correction: My jets
are. Would it help to have. I want to add that part 52 Choke Diaphragm Assy, The other part
number is I'm not sure if it is interchangeable or not; maybe someone else knows. Once the pin
is caught, install the screws lightly and then turn the choke coil until the choke butterfly just
closes when the engine is cold you will need to hold the throttle open while you do this. I have
found that you need to set the choke to the lean side to get it to open fully without the benefit o.
Ive installed four webers,on three mgbs, and a tvr, every bodies, happy! Answer to all the above
questions found in this thread. Kudos to Skye for writing this back in but in the 10 years since
then the Skeletons thread has brought the DGV tuning a long way and your "stumble" is
curable. I do make sure the fuel filter between the fuel tank and carburetor are replaced every
10, miles. Sign in or register a new account â€” it's free Sign In Register. Join The Club. More to
Explore. Morris Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum. Website problem? Autoshrine v6. You can
then switch between the drawing and this page here as the numbers in the drawing match the
number prefixes in the part descriptions on this page here. Should you NOT see an " Add to cart
" button with a product on this page here, then please click on the " Click for more details "
button as it indicates that there are choices to be made, for example regarding jet sizes,
versions or options. These choices are further explained on the page that opens after you click
that button. Furthermore, you can use the buttons below to quickly access a "short-list" of
most-frequently required parts, like jets, needle valves, gaskets and service kits, for this
carburetor. That way, you will not have to go through all available parts to purchase those
specific items. Please contact us by email if the part that you are looking for is not listed yet as
there's a good chance that we can help you anyway. Also feel free to contact us if you require
more information or have other questions. In order to reduce the download time, and hence the
time that you spend waiting for all the data and images to download, we have reduced the
maximum number of items per page to This can mean that the item that you are looking for is
located on a "next page". All products on our website are in stock and ready to be shipped
unless clearly indicated otherwise! Weber IDF carburetor parts. On this page you will find all
currently available parts for the Weber IDF series carburetors. The drawing will open in a new
window. Availability: In stock and ready to ship. Add to cart. Click for more details. Availability:
Please check the individual sizes. To create online store ShopFactory eCommerce software was
used. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in
your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Everything for Weber Carbs. An
Overview and Short Course: This is currently a work in progress I wanted to post what I had
done so far.. It will continue to grow as more time allows Bookmark it and come back often and
pass it along This also applies to Mikuni, Solex, Etc This is not specific info about specific cars
or giving you magic jetting numbers. This is the process we use to tune a car when it is in our
shop. I have over 25 years experience tuning these carbs and there is no magic to it. It is just a
step by step process that once you get the hang of it you will be able to make your carbs work
right every time. It involves more than just Jetting the carbs and in fact that step is the easiest
Following these steps and rules will also make it much easier when you are purchasing jets for
your carb The 2 books listed at the bottom of this page are invaluable tools for learning all the
basics of your carbs and the various metered tuning pieces that are used in them. It is well
worth the small investement in money and time to buy and read these books to help you better
understand the carbs you spent all that money on. I am not going to explain everything about
these carbs. These 2 volumes are the backyard mechanics guide to the basics you need to
know to make your carbs run right Click Here to go Weber Carb home Page. Step If you are
having a problem with how the engine runs Poor idle quality, stalling, etc then this is the first
thing to do. This is particulary true of new installations where you just purchased and installed
a conversion kit and you are having problems. You have to remember that most Weber
conversions have been around for many years and have been installed on hundreds of cars and
trucks. They work. The likelyhood of having a defective carb out of the box is about like being
hit by lightning. If you are having a problem on a new install it is most likely this problem or one
of the steps below See the Vacuum leak tech page for this info. This is the 1 problem with any
Weber carb conversion. So not clean them Start fresh. This will give you a good reading of fuel
mixture and enable you to make a good judgement of what you need to do. Generally speaking

you need a little more advance with a Weber than with the stock carb. This is not cast in stone
and you need to make sure your car does not Detonate at these setting. If you get any
detonation then you need to back off the timing Step If you have a single carb you can skip this
step If you have multiple carbs then the 1st thing you need to do is make sure the carbs are
Synchronized properly using a Correct Synch tool. I don't care how good you think you are at
synching a set of multiple carbs by ear I'm very good and I'm not half as good as the tool is. The
Synch tool will also alert you to other problems in the system like Bent throttle shafts, etc This
cannot be stressed too highly. Badly designed or Worn linkage is the 1 cause of problems with
Multiple carb systems. More people have given up on Dual and Triple carb systems because of
linkage than any other problems combined. If the carbs are not hooked together in a fashion
that has no slop and allows minute adjustment between the carbs you are always going to have
problems. Poor idle quality and "sticky high idle" problems are the most common symptom of
this. So in short Repair or replace the linkage as needed to make them work together properly.
Step Know what is in your carb NOW. Do not rely on a list on a website or a book that says what
your carb might have come with. Use this form to write it in so you know what you have. You
cannot make jet decisions unless you kow what you are starting with Step Make Sure your
Ignition system is working properly. A Weber carb is always a performance upgrade and is
designed to deliver more fuel and air and make more HP then the stock carb did. This means
you need to have adequate spark to burn the extra fuel or you will have problems tuning and
jetting your carbs. This is especially true of old British cars and cars that have point type
igntion systems. A lack of spark or weak spark will make it impossible to tune the carbs
properly or to their maximum potential. This is especially true of all multiple carb installations.
You cannot hang multiple carbs on any engine without an increase in spark output and even
hope to burn the extra fuel being delivered. A good electronic Ignition system to replace points
and the addition of an MSD unit and good coil and wires are the best way to go. See our Ignition
tech page for more details. Step Make sure that your Fuel Delivery is right. Once again, you
cannot tune carbs that do not have adequate or proper fuel delivery. See our Fuel pump Tech
Page for this information. Do not ignore this step. Step Okay Now that you have everything else
sorted out Right? You did do all that other boring stuff didn't you? The good news is that you
probably made the car run good enough by doing those other steps that there is not alot else to
do If your car is still not running properly or you feel that you should have more power Be
realistic about that. A 4 cylinder 2. There is no way around this. There are a few easy ways to
establish this and it is important to know otherwise you cannot get different jets to cure the
problem. You can be running Rich at idle and Lean on the main circuit and Vice Versa You need
to do a plug check Unless you have access to a 3 Gas or 4 Gas anaylzer or Smog Machine to do
your tuning then reading the plugs is the next best thing.. It is fast and accurate and will take
alot of the guesswork out of it. This is a particularly valuable tool for cars that get track use so
that you make sure you do not lean out and put a hole in a piston You need to check your spark
plugs to see if you running rich or lean. White plugs are lean and Black plugs are Rich. Ideally
you want the ceramic part of the plug a nice Dark Tan to medium Brown color with a slightly
darker ring right at the base of the threads of the plug. A new set of plugs may take a few
minutes to get some color on it Idle Mixture and Fuel Mixture: There are alot of theories about
setting idle mixture adjustment on a Weber carb to determine Rich or Lean jetting You need to
find what is right for that particular engine An engine with a strong vacuum signal will draw
more fuel in with less turns of the screw than an engine with a weak vacuum signal will This is
the kind of thing that throws the "certain number of turns" theory out the window.. It does not
just control idle but the entire low speed running and part throttle transition. This is not an Air
Screw. The more you open it the more mixed fuel and air enters the engine. Clockwise is Leaner
and Counter-Clockwise is Richer. The mixture screew is very easy to set whether it be a
downdraft, sidedraft or multiple sidedrafts. Start with the screw or screws out 1. Start the car
and let it warm up. Make sure multiple carbs are synchronized Turn the mixture screws in until
the idle starts to stumble and get rough On a sidedraft with 2 screws do them each a little at a
time Then back them out until the best idle quality is acheived. This is a very simple operation
The car should idle well and small adjustments leaner Turning them in should make the idle
drop off. Opening the screws more should make it a bit richer but it should still idle. Assuming
you have no vacuum leaks this is a very simple process. If you cannot get a good adjustment on
these screws and you have to open the idle speed screws quite a bit to get the engine to idle
there is a good chance you have a Vacuum Leak and you need to fix it. Also the 38 DGES can be
a little tricky because you are idling on both barrels at the same time. You have 2 mixture
screws and they will not be set the same on most cars. This is because the plenum type
manifold that they are on distributes fuel unevenly. By having 2 mixture screws you are
delivering fuel from 2 places in the intake manifold. The Mixture screw closest to the engine will

no doubt need to be in much farther than the outer mixture screw. This is Okay. I do not
recommend Stagger jetting the idle circuit on a 38 DGES In other words, do not use 2 different
size idle jets even though you need to adjust the screws differently. This can cause part throttle
dirveability issues. Idle Jets and tuning the idle circuit:. Very Simply.. The bigger the number the
richer the jet. A 50 Idle jet is a. The 50 refers to the. This is a little more tricky but not too bad
Basically you can tune just about any car in the world with an F8 or an F9 idle jet. YES there are
exceptions to this and I am well aware of them so don't send me nasty e-mails saying that your
Mini only runs on F6 idles. This is a basic tuning primer and there is no need to get into vehicle
specific problems. Generally speaking you should start with an F8 and play with the fuel size
until you get close then experiment with an F9 to see if that works any better There is no F
Number to deal with. It is an F For those of you with multiple IDA or Rotary engines running a
single 48 IDA you usually know what you are doing so I won't go into all the details on this. Idle
jets are in. The bigger the Idle jet number the richer the jet. Do not go up or down more than 1
step at a time when tuning the idle circuit. Choke Tubes and the Main Circuit: Okay So now your
car should idle correctly, the carbs are synched, the timing is set, everything is good Time to
get the main circuit right. Drive the car. It should come off of idle good and transition to the
main circuit smoothly If it falls on its face and will not take any throttle or runs better if you back
off the then you could have a few different problems depending the type of carb. Before you
blame the carb make sure you have the Fuel delivery right and the Spark Timing. If you do not
have enough advance you will have this problem and it will have nothing to do with the carb
tuning. The pump jets are also not a problem. Do not mess with them. If you have a flat spot or
hesitation when you first take off then it is likely that the idle circuit is too lean. If you know you
have the idle circuit right then the primary main jet is too small. Increase the main jet size 2
steps at a time. Main jets are in steps of 5. Keep checking the plugs after driving it for a few
minutes Do not let it idle when checking the spark plug color for the main jets. Drive the car
above RPM for a few minutes then shut the engine off before letting it idle then check the plugs.
If the car then transitions fine but hesitates or falls on it face when the secondary is opened you
need to work on the Secondary main jet Above Ft you start having more altitude problems and
the vehicle needs to be tuned as outlined here. If you have a flat spot or hesitation when you
firts take off then it is likely that the idle circuit is too lean. If you know you have the idle circuit
right then the main jet is too small This is the real tricky part. To get a good understanding of
this I cannot recommend too highly to get the Weber Factory Tuning manual and really
understand what each component does. That said this is the real Cliff Notes version of tuning
the power circuit of these carbs. If you get the Venturis wrong you will never get it running right.
Too big and you will always have a flat spot that you cannot tune Too small and it will always
run rich and not make any power. If you have poor throttle response at low RPM. This is a
guideline only to get you started or to make sure you are not totally out of range making it very
difficult to tune. There are many of you running cars successfully with choke sizes outside this
range so don't e-mail me about it. The difficulty in tuning these types of cars is that there are
many combinations that work well depending on the engine and the state of tune. That is why
everything is tunable. You can tailor the carbs to suit your needs, driving style, engine, location,
weather and altitude conditions, etc All out race engines are a totally different story. Use the
engine size and HP rating to estimate what you need for your car or engine if it is not listed. Do
not try to choke down a DCOE carb that is too large to try and cure a problem If it does then the
carbs are too large or you have another problem A 40 DCOE can use as small as a 28mm choke
tube but chances are the performance will not be good with anything smaller than a 30mm
choke I have found that a correctly sized 40 DCOE application should always stat with a 30mm
choke and do up to a 34mm max Bigger or smaller than that and you probably have either the
wrong size carbs or another problem that is causing you to tune outside of this range This same
info applies to IDF carbs as well Main Jets:. Air Corrector Jets Emulsion Tubes:. Pump Jets and
Pump Bleed Backs:. Haynes Weber Carb Manuals. A great reference book for rebuilding, tuning,
etc. Weber Factory Tuning Manual. This is the factory tuning manual with all the calibrated parts
specifications, circuit diagrams, etc. This is the book to have if you really want to know how a
Weber carb works and what all the pieces do. Thanks to all of you keeping us so busy the last
few months we have to make a temporary change to our Phone hours. We can be reached via
Phone Mon-Fri am to pm Pacific time. The Shop is open and we are working normal hour
3 wire alternator wiring diagram ford
mazdaspeed 3 maintenance
wiring diagram for multiple outlets
s but we need those extra hours to catch up on Engine work, Carb rebuilding, and shipping.
You can always shoot us an email at topendmail gmail. Thanks for understanding and for all the

support that is keeping us so busy Steve and Jeff Top-End Performance. Jetting and Tuning
Weber Carbs. Search: Search This Section. Idle Jets and tuning the idle circuit: Very Simply.. If
you have poor throttle response at low RPM This is a guideline only to get you started or to
make sure you are not totally out of range making it very difficult to tune. Approximate HP. Carb
or Carbs. Starting Choke Tube Size. Actual Price:. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's
"minimum advertised price. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the
price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. Datsun Z 2. Triple 45 DCOE. Triple 40
DCOE. BMW Dual 40 DCOE. Dual 45 DCOE. Single 45 DCOE. Single 40 DCOE. Toyota 22R. Dual
40 IDF. Mazda RX7. Stock Engine. Single 48 IDA. Street or Bridge Port.

